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THIS MORNING’S
AIMS & OBJECTIVES 

Amplify 
PMtrader

• To bring you up to speed with the key macro and economic

factors that dominate traders’ and investors decision

making in Europe.

• To explain the European perspective on Global geopolitical

and trade risks.

• To review Western monetary policy trends and analyse how

the divergence between the monetary policies of US Federal

Reserve and the European Central Bank is impacting on

global market.

TOPICS :

Global Macro, Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Geopolitics, 

Inflation, Labour markets, Economic Data and the return of 

market volatility in 2018.

• Portfolio Management Simulation

• Manage a $20million Global Macro 

Multi Asset portfolio through 12 months 

of real price action and macro news 

flow from the past 

• Use economic research to construct a 

Geographic and Asset allocation 

strategy

• Manage risk, react to break economic 

developments and contiunually

rebalance your to ensure you deliver on 

your investment mandate

• Relative return, Absolute return and 

Peer group performance leaderboards. 

P M trader

Slides / Materials available at: amplifyme.com/pmtrader
Password: pmtrader



The Portfolio Process & Business Cycle

• Investment Policy Statement

• Setting Capital Market Expectations

• Asset Allocation & Benchmarking

• Security Valuations

• Risk Management

• Monitoring & Rebalancing

• Performance Evaluation

Today’s Simulation



The Investment Policy Statement

• Know your Client – Institutional or Private Wealth

• Understand circumstances of client

• Document all circumstances for legal & regulatory reasons

The IPS is formed to understand and appreciate the circumstances of client, whether

institutional or private investor, and helps to align the clients interest with the

actions that dominate the whole portfolio process.



The Investment Policy 
Statement

• Return Requirements

• Risk Tolerance

----------------------------

• Liquidity Needs

• Legal Requirements

• Tax Requirements

• Time Horizon

• Unique Circumstances

These 2 risk/return characteristics, and portfolio constraints, dominate how the

portfolio will be structured, allocation to each security & asset class, and other

factors like legal and tax that dominate. These are individual to each investor, as a

80-year old ex-entrepreneur, might have no legal requirements and a short time

horizon, while a Pension Fund, might have a long time horizon with high legal

requirements.



Setting Capital Market Expectations

• Global economics

• Understand relative valuations of broad indices & asset classes globally

- Bonds

- Equities

- Short Term Interest Rates

- Commodities

• Understand macro & business cycle



THE BUSINESS CYCLE

• Assuming Population Growth & Productivity Improvement over time, the Real GDP of an economy should 
consistently grow

• But this is not a linear growth - Reality is more of a noisy growth scenario and this is what we call the Business 
or Economic Cycle



Four Phases of the Cycle

• Early Cycle Phase:

• A “V-shaped”, sharp recovery from recession

• Above average acceleration in economic activity (e.g. GDP, industrial production, employment)

• Credit begins to grow amid easy monetary policy creating a healthy environment for rapid profit growth

• Business inventories are low, whilst sales growth improves significantly

• Mid-Cycle phase – Normally the longest phase:

• Positive but more moderate rate of growth

• Economic activity gather momentum, credit growth becomes strong

• Profitability is healthy against an accommodative – though increasingly neutral – monetary policy backdrop

• Inventories and sales grow reaching equilibrium relative to each other

• Late-Cycle phase:

• An overheated economy poised to slip into recession hindered by above trend rates of inflation

• Economic growth rates slow to stall speed against a backdrop of restrictive monetary policy, tightening credit availability and deteriorating
corporate profit earnings

• Inventories tend to build as sales growth declines

• Recession phase:

• This features a contraction in economic activity

• Corporate profits decline and credit is scarce

• Monetary policy becomes more accommodative and inventories gradually fall despite low sales levels

• These factors then set up the next expansion and a move back to the Early-Cycle phase



Four Phases of the Cycle
Keynesian economic theory: Monetary & Fiscal policy can help to smooth out 

the effects of the business cycle

(Source: Fidelity Investments, Nov 2018)



Asset performance is driven by a confluence of short, intermediate and long-term factors



Asset Allocation

Geographic allocation: Domestic bias?

• Analysis of economic performance on a relative geographic basis

Asset Allocation is the process of dividing a portfolio amongst major asset classes such as equities,
bonds, commodities, cash.

• The objective is to reduce risk through diversification

• Geographic & Asset allocation: Domestic bias?

• Performance benchmarks, liquidity risk, tax implications

Asset Class Selection: ‘Risk-On’ / ‘Risk Off’

• Risky Assets (Equities) – Economically sensitive, perform better during the early part of the cycle when
growth is rising at an accelerated rate, the performance moderates through the other phases which
finally declines during the recession phase

• Defensive Assets (Government Bonds) – Government bonds experience the opposite pattern with
highest returns normally during recessions.

• Diversification – Alternatives such as Hedge funds, real estate, gold, cash



Additional Strategies

Equity Sector Performance Patterns

• Relative performance of equity market sectors tends to rotate as the overall economy shifts from one stage of the
cycle to another

• Due to structural shifts in the economy, technological innovation, varying regulatory backdrops no one sector has
behaved uniformly for every business cycle

Bottom-Up Analysis

• Fundamental company research may identify factors that will affect performance independently of the business cycle.
New break-through in technology for example

Secular Overlay

• Longer term secular trends that are expected to unfold over several business cycles

Inflation Overlay

• Short term inflation trends tend to ebb and flow with the business cycle

Global Economic Analysis

• The US stock market has global exposure, which may warrant allocation away from domestically focused sectors
depending on the phase of the US business cycle relative to the rest of the world.

Tactical & Quantitative Strategies

• Sectors may be impacted by tax changes or regulation changes which may affect performance outside of the typical
business cycle trends



Equity Sectors

• S&P 1500 Index Companies by sector

• Relative performance of equity market sectors tends to rotate as the overall

economy shifts from one stage of the cycle to another



Sectorial Performance

Early Cycle Phase

• The best overall phase for equities – on average 24% per annum for

3000 biggest companies by market cap.

• Average length tends to be 15 months

• Interest rate sensitive sectors outperform with the back drop of

accommodative monetary policy. Industries that benefit from

increased borrowing

• Consumer Discretionary and Financial sectors

• Economically sensitive sectors such as Industrials, Technology

and Materials are boosted by shifts from recession to recovery.

• Sectors that tend to underperform in this phase include Utilities and

Telecommunication services

• These sectors are more ‘defensive’ in nature due to fairly persistent

demand across al stages of the cycle

• Energy also tends to underperform as inflationary pressures – and

thus energy prices – tend to be very low during the recovery from a

recession



Sectorial Performance

Mid Cycle Phase

• As the recovery and growth rates moderate, the leadership of interest

rate sensitive sectors tapers

• Here economically sensitive sectors still tend to perform well. But

average annual stock market performance tends to remain strong at

15% per year on average.

• This phase tends to be comfortably the longest at typically 4 yrs.

• Typically the most corrections take place in this phase with sector

leadership rotating frequently. This phase has the least sector

performance differentiation

• Information Technology has been the best performer during this phase

– software and computers purchases tend to pick up when companies

gain more confidence in the sustainability of the recovery.

• Parts of the Industrials sector are well suited for the mid-cycle

expansion such as airlines and industrial conglomerates,

• Underperformance tends to be seen in Utilities and Materials

• Overall, due to a lack of clear sector leadership tactical sector bets are

less necessary



Late-Cycle Phase

• This phase tends to last approximately 12-18 months with

an average stock market performance of 9% on an

annualised basis

• Energy and Materials sectors tend to do well here as raw

material prices climb as a result of inflationary pressures

build and late-cycle economic expansion helps maintain

solid demand

• Defensive sectors such as Health Care, Consumer Staples

and Utilities, ones where revenues are tied to basic needs,

start to show signs of out performance as investors glimpse

signs of a forthcoming economic slowdown.

• Information Technology and Consumer Discretionary have

lagged most often as investors begin to shift away from

economically sensitive sectors

Sectorial Performance



Recession Phase

• This phase tends to be the shortest with the average being 10

months with an average stock market performance of -14%

annualised

• As economic growth stalls, economically sensitive sectors fall out

of favour and those that are defensive orientated outperform

• Defensive sectors such as Consumer Staples, Utilities,

Telecommunications and Health Care, produce things like

toothpaste, phone services, electricity and prescription drugs.

These are products that consumers are less likely to cut down on

in a recession.

• Defensive sector profits tend to be more stable than those in

other sectors

• High dividend yields provided by utility and telecom companies

have also helped these two sectors in this phase.

• Underperformers are economically sensitive sectors such as

Industrials, Information Technology and Consumer Discretionary

Sectorial Performance



Sector Rotation Strategy

• Sector rotation of asset allocation based on

this business cycle approach offers potential

considerable advantages

• As the probability in a shift in phase

increases investors can adjust their

exposures to sectors that have prominent

performance patterns in the next phase

• Going a step further can see performance

results improve. This would involve looking

at breaking down each sector into its

component industries and having a industry

asset allocation strategy within each sector



Finviz



Sector Break Down



Health Care & Telecommunications



Utilities & Technology



Financials



Consumer Services



Oil and Gas & Basic Materials 

25



Consumer Goods



Industrials



Simulation Overview & Performance

Investment Mandate

• Global, Multi Asset, Long short Fund

• $20million fund

• Invest through a one year period of real price action and real breaking news

• Constraint: At least 90% invested at the start of each quarter

• Constraint: No more than Maximum $5million exposure to any one asset

• Teams of 3 for fund of funds – Discussion on how to allocate leverage for multi-manager fund.
50%, 33%, 17% weightings to be split between participants. Reallocate leverage before the start
of each quarter.

Performance Measurement:

• Relative Return vs Benchmark

• Absolute Return

• Peer group comparison



Tradable Assets & Benchmark



Q1

• 15 mins research

• 15 mins prices frozen – construct
portfolio

• 15 mins price action - breaking news -
trading

Q3

• 15 mins prices frozen – rebalance
portfolio

• 15 mins price action - breaking news -
trading

• 15 mins prices frozen – rebalance
portfolio

• 15 mins price action - breaking news -
trading

Q2

Q4

• 15 mins prices frozen – rebalance
portfolio

• 15 mins price action - breaking news –
trading

Simulation Structure



CONTACT

Piers Curran

piers.curran@amplifytrading.com

ADDRESS

18 St Swithin's Lane, London, EC4N 8AD


